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Preface 

This short granunar of the Kyrgyz language was prepared by the author on the basis of 

ten-year fieldwork with the Kyrgyz of Kyrgyzstan and other Kyrgyz-speaking groups in 

neighbouring countries (China, Tajikistan). During that time the author mainly concentrated 

on oral literature and popular believes (Shamanism) of the Kyrgyz nomads. A good command 

o£ the Kyrgyz language was really needed during the fieldwork. Unfortunately no proper 

Kyrgyz grammars were available at that time. Some aspects of Kyrgyz grammar (e.g. 

Auxiliary verbs) are essential for understanding and translating folklore texts. The author tried 

to write an up-to-date granunar, which helps to understand Modem Kyrgyz. Although the 

book is based on personal observations, the author also used a number of Russian publications 

from Soviet times, granunar sketches and dictionaries. 

The present monograph also gives a short introduction to the Kyrgyz people, their 

history, culture and linguistic ties. Then the phonology of standard Kyrgyz follows, with 

colloquial forms of pronunciation. After that the Morphology part lists all the main suffixes of 

the standard language. There is a separate part explaining the usage of auxiliary verb 

formations. 

The author is grateful to Prof. Agnes Birtalan Dep. of Inner Asia (EL TE University, 

Budapest) who encouraged him to finish his sketches about Kyrgyz granunar and inspired 

him to write this present granunar. He would also like to thank Aida Somfai Parnirbek, his 

wife for her useful advice. 
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0. Introduction 

0.1 The Kyrgyz and their language 

The subject of this book is the Kyrgyz literary language, the official language of the 

Republic of Kyrgyzstan. 

The Kyrgyz are the indigenous people of Kyrgyzstan and they also live in 

neighbouring countries. The Kyrgyz speak a Turkic language belonging to the Northern or 

Kypchak group, but genetically related to Southern Altai dialects (Altai kizhi, Telengit, Bayat). 

The Kyrgyz language is divided into two major dialects, which are quite different, but 

understandable to each other. 

I) Northern Kyrgyz (North Kyrgyzstan, West Xinjiang in China) 

Subdialects: Chiii-Naryn, Talas, Osh, Kyzyl-Suu 

2) Southern Kyrgyz (South Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, South Xinjiang in China). 

Uzbek influenced the southern dialect. 

Subdialects: Chong-Alai/Jerge-Tal, Pamir-Badakhshan 

Present Population of Kyrgyzstan: 

The Kyrgyz constitute about 60 percent of the whole population of the country due to 

migration of other minorities, mostly Russians. There is a big Uzbek minority around Osh too. 

Out of the 5 million people of the population close to 3 million people consider themselves 

Kyrgyz, but it is difficult to tell how many of them actually speak the language on a daily 

level. 

0.2 Geolinguistical situation 

Beside the Kyrgyz of Kyrgyzstan there are numerous Kyrgyz minorities in the 

neighbouring countries as well: 

Tajikistan: About 70,000 Kyrgyz live in two parts of Tajiksitan. Most of them live in the 

Jerge-Tal district, south of the Alai region of Kyrgyzstan. Others live in the Autonomous 

District of Badakh.shan, in the Pamir region. Some of the Kyrgyz of Tajikstan fled to 

Kyrgyzstan during the Tajik war in 1994, most ofthem have settled down in the Chiii Valley. 



Uzbekistan: About 170,000 Kyrgyz used to live in some parts of Uzbekistan, mostly in the 

Ferghana Valley, but some of them moved to Kyrgyzstan in the last ten years. 

China: About 150,000 Kyrgyz live in China, mostly in the Xinjiang Uigur Autonomous 

Region, where they have their own Autonomous Prefecture: Kyzyl Suu. There are Kyrgyz 

living in the Och-Turpan district (Ak-Su Prefecture) as well. The Kyrgyz minority in China 

uses a reformed version of the Arabic script called 'T(Jt(J diazuu'. 

Afghanistan: About some SOO Kyrgyz are believed to live in the Badalcshan Region of 

Afghanistan. A bigger Kyrgyz community used to lived there. Nobleman Rakhmankul, who 

fled to Afghanistan from the Soviets during the 1920s, led these people there. When the 

Soviets occupied Afghanistan in 1980 they moved to Pakistan and then to Turkey. Eventually 

they settled down by the Van Lake. The number of Kyrgyz living in Turkey is about 2,000. 

There are also Kyrgyz communities in Russia (40,000) and Kazakstan (10,000). 

0.3 Influences on the language 

Persian and Arabic made the biggest influence (about 20%) through the Central Asian 

Muslim culture. These words came to Kyrgyz from the Central Asian Turki population 

(Uzbek, Uigur). The Uzbeks use a Persian-Tajik pronunciation for Arabic words, which is 

reflected in Kyrgyz pronunciation, e.g. 

Arabic Uzbek (Tajik) Kyrgyz Kazak 
ma'nd mil 'ndlma 'ni maani magynalmiini meaning 

!J!jJ hal a/ xal(i)lal condition, state 
'61iq tiSiq aSyk ga.fyk lover 

Persian loan words include words of agriculture and peasant life: 
Tajik (Uzbek) Kyrgyz Kazak 
nan 
tkhqan 

dastarxiin 

xoraz 

nan 

dyjkan 
dastorxon 

korooz 

nan 

dyjkan 

dastarkan 

xoraz 

bread 

peasant 

eating cloth 

cock 

Western Mongolian dialects made the second biggest influence. According to my research the 

number of these words must be between SOO and 1000. They are mostly related to the 

following semantic groups: 

I) Words concerning family relations through marriage: 
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Kyrgyz 

badia 

abysyn-adiyn 

kudalkudagyj 
tor kiln 

Mongol 

badicr brother-in-law (their wives are sisters) 

abisun-adiin sister-in-law (their husbands are relatives) 

kudallcudagui man/woman related through their married childred 
torkiim wife's relatives (after the marriage) 

bOlo bOie/biile niece or nephew (mothers or sisters) 

2) Words concerning everyday nomadic life: 
nokto nogta sort of bridle 

lagaralc 
don® 

eagarag 
donen 

0.4 Kyrgyz writing systems 

wooden circle on the top of the yurt 

four year old fold of sheep, horse, etc. 

Although Kyrgyz language had no written form before the 19111 century some of the Kyrgyz 

were literate. They learned in the Medreses of Tashkent, Bukhara, Andidzhan, Kashghar etc. 

These people wrote with the Arabic script and used the Turkic literary language of Central 

Asia: Turki also known in the West as Chagatai. 

After the Soviet revolution in Russia the Kyrgyz literary language was established. It was 

based on the Northern dialect of ChiJi. In twenty years they changed the alphabet three times 

from reformed Arabic to Cyrillic. See the different alphabets below: 

Reformed Arabic 

Tmo diazuu 1920-30 Latin 193()-40 The Cyrillic since 1940 

a A a a A a a 

e BB b 66 b 

y b Cc t BB v•• 

..... p c� di rz glg(y) 
� di Dd d JJ.o d 

1: t Ee e Ee elje* 

t X Fj !** te jo• 

� d Gg g }J(:JIC di 

J r Oloj g(y) 33 z 

j z li 11u 

I.)' s Jj j fta j 
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. . 
t..l' s Kk k KK klk(q) 

t g(y) L l  Jln 

..; k(q) Mm m MM m 
� k Nn n Hu n 

� g /jlJ I) lfll '1 
� '1 Oo 0 Oo 0 

J ee 6 ee 6 

r m Pp p lln p 
u n Qq k(q) Pp r 

.J 0 Rr r Cc s 
.J 6 Ss s Tm 

.J u s� s Yy u 
.J ii T t  Yy ii 

l.j j Uu u ([JrjJ !* 
I.S y Vv v•• Xx X 
(S Xx X a11 c•• 
..... !* Yy ii [/tj c 

Zz z Illru s 

bb y li.(UI .s•• 
blw y 

fiR ja• 
1010 ju• 

*letters indicating two sounds 

• *letters indicating only Russian sounds 

table 1. 

0.5 Sociolinguistic data 

Kyrgyzstan saw many waves of Russian and non-Russian immigration, mostly to towns. As a 

result almost half of the population was Russian or Russian speaking. The Kyrgyz themselves 

had to learn Russian and the new 'Soviet' intelligentsia became quite russified in the cities, 
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where the majority was Russian. Basically the young generation in the big cities became 

Russian speaking; some of them could not even communicate in Kyrgyz at a basic level. 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 Kyrgyzstan gained independence from Russia, 

and introduced its own currency in 1994 (Kyrgyz Som). The official language of the republic 

is Kyrgyz, but Russian is also used widely, it is the official language for the non-Kyrgyz 

population and for the Kyrgyz who cannot speak the language. The Kyrgyz are making efforts 

to reform their language, to make it suitable for all the spheres of modem life, so the language 

is changing. In colloquial speech the Kyrgyz use numerous Russian borrowings, which are not 

part of the literary language. 
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I. Phonology 

1.1 Vowels 

1.1.1. Vowel phonemes 

Back 

Front 

table 2. 

Dlabial 

low 

a 

1.1.3. Long Vowels 

mid 

e 

high 

y 

Labial 

mid 

0 
high 

u 
ii 

Kyrgyz have all kinds of secondary long vowels, which are usally the result of disappearing 

glb (through diphthongs) at the end of the syllable or between vowels, e.g tag>tau>too 

,mountain". 

1.3. Consonants 

1.3.1. Consonant phonemes 

Stops 

Affiicatives 

Fricatives 

Nasals 

Lateral 

Trill 

Labial 

pb 

(vlj) 
m 

Glides (w)• 

Dental 

td 

(c) 
sz 

• allophones, not indicated in writing 

Table4. 

1.3.2. Not genuine Kyrgyz sounds 

Alveolar Palatal 

kg 
ldi 
s 
n 

r 

j 

x only occurs in Arabic, Persian and Russian borrowings, e.g. 

Back 

Illabial 

low 

aa 

mid 

Front ee 

high 

_w(yjy•) 

ii (ip) 

Labia.! 

mid 

00 

00 

high 

uu 

iiii 

taryx (A ta'rix) history 

IWOxar (P gawhar) pearl 

c, s, v, f occur only in Russian borrowings. 

Table 3. • written form 1.3.3. Long consonants 

Velar 

k•(q)-

xg•(y) 

f) 

Double consonants are the result of assimilation of the vowels of the suffixes, e.g. 

1.2. Diphthongs 

Glide j does not have any effect on most of the vowels: aj, ej, oj, oj, uj, uj are not pronounced 

as diphthongs in Kyrgyz. 

Diphthongsyjy/iji are often pronounced like long vowels, e.g. 

diyjyrma di_wrma twenty 

at-lar>at-tar horses 

I. 4 Phonological rules 

1. 4 .I. Positions of vowels in the word of Turkic/Mongolian origin 

bijik biik high Because of the strong labial harmony in Kyrgyz all the vowels can occur in all syllables of the 

In the Talas dialect long vowels -00 and -UU at the and of a word can also become 

dipthongs, e.g. 

tuu-

dialect 

kiijow-ii 

tuw-at 

literary form 

kiijOO-sii 
tuu-jt 

his husband 

it gives birth ( att animal) 

Note: these forms are written with b instead ofw, e.g. kiijobu, tubat 
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word, e.g. 

ala 

aryk 

olok 

orus 

ulak 

father baary all 

canal aralJ hardly 

oven e.fik door 

Russian teke male goat 

kid (of a goat) f(}.fiJk mattress 

ll 



uzun long 

1.4.2. Vowel harmony 

oriik 

butun 

apricot 

all 

As most of the Turk:ic languages Kyrgyz is also subject to vowel harmony, which means that a 

word either consists of back or front vowels. Arabic, Persian and Russian loan words violate 

this rule, e.g. 

Arabic Persian 

mamlekel state kOOxar pearl 
Russian 

batinke boots 

karl6sk0 potato 

1.4.3. Labial harmony 

In literary Kyrgyz the writing indicates labial harmony. 

They, i and a, e can be subject to labial harmony after labial sounds in the first syllable, e.g. 

y u 

iJ 

a 0 
e 0 

Turki Kyrgyz 

orusnyl) orustun 

6riiknil) oriiktun 

bola bolo 
16sek 1osok 

Only a after u is not subject to labial harmony, e.g. 

a a bulak butak 

Russian's 

of the apricot 

camel's foul 

mattress 

branch 

In some of the dialects a word can loose its labial harmony after the second syllable, e.g. 

Written form Dialects/Colloquial 

kiilso1J6r kiJ/siJI)er if you (plural) laugh 

Sometimes labial harmony can be observed in the following word too, e.g. 

tUn icinde tUn iJ�nd6 at night 
Other words can be subject to regressive assimilation in colloquial, e.g. 

ekOO (}k(j(j two (pieces) 

liriiii liiriiiJ a.live 
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1.4.4. Dropping of vowels 

Words with (C)VCV structure and close vowels (-yli/ulu) in the second syllable can lose these 

sounds if the vowels are j/r, rln, r/k,jln, rip, e.g. 

ajyr
mojun 

murun 

ajr-yp 
mojn-u 

murd-u 

1.4.5. Lengthening of vowels 

to separate/by separeting 

neck/his neck 

nose/his nose 

J) p disappears before -(l)p converb while the preceding vowel is lengthened, e.g. 

1ap-yp taa-p to find/found 

lep-ip tee-p to kick/kicked 

2) m can also cause the lengthening of the preceding vowel in the stem before -(l)p converb, 

e.g. 

dium-up 

kom-up 

diuump 

kOOmp 

to close (eyes) 

to burylburried 

1.4.6. In words ofTurkic/Mongolian origin consonants can occur in certain positions: 

Beginning 

blp 
c 

di 

d/t 

k(g) 

m 

n• 

s 

s 
table6. 

Middlellntervocal End 

b(w)lp p 

c c 

di* 

d*/1 

klg 

j 

r 

m 

n 

I) 
s 

z 

*In Mongolian elements! 

k 

j 

I 

r 

m 

n 

I) 
s 

z 
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1.4.7. Loan-words 

Words starting with z are Persian or Arabic, e.g. 

zaman (A zamiin) 

zor(P zor) 

time 

strong 

The only word that startis with g (palatal) is Persian: 

gtil (P gut) flower 

Nasal n can occur in borrowings from Mongolian, Arabic and Persian. Exception is the Turkic 

word ne? 'what?' and some words that are derived from it, e.g. 

neme, nerse (< OT ne erse) something 

1.4.8. Words originally starting with I and r are usually pronounced with very short close 

vowels before them, which are indicated in writing. These are not genuine Turkic words 

(Arabic, Persian), and the Kyrgyz cannot pronounce initial 1/r, e.g. 

raxmat>yraxmatlyrakmat thanks 

lajyk>ylajyk sufficient 

renii->irenii- to be disappointed 

1.4.9. The velar and palatal pairs of g and k 

In Turkic languages the pronunciation of g and k are quite different in words with back and 

front vowels: 

I) Words with back vowels have velar g and k ('t and q) 

2) Words with front vowels have palatal g and k (g and k) 

These palatal and velar pairs are not different phonemes but allophones of g and k that change 

according to their positions. Kyrgyz writing does not indicate them, e.g. 

kir- (gir-) k is palatal to enter 

Note: palatal kin initial position is often pronounced palatal g, see 1.4.12.2. 

kyr- (qyr-) k is velar to destroy 

In Persian and Arabic borrowings of Kyrgyz the palatal k, g are always followed by front 

vowels, while velar klg (qly from AlP q, y, x) are always followed by back vowels, regardless 

of vowel harmony, e.g. 

araket A harakat 

kalem Aqalam 
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action 

pen 

1.4.10. Voiced and voiceless pairs of consonants hlp, dlt, glk (ylq) 

These pairs can replace one another if voiced/voiceless consonants or vowels surround them: 

1) Final p/k becomes big followed by a suffix starting with a vowel, e.g. 

tep-

kak-
Exceptions after r/1: 

lcyrk 

kalp 
kalk (A xa/q) 

teb-e-t 

/rag-a-t 

kyrk-y 

kalp-y 
lcalk-y 

to kick/he kicks 

to shake/he shakes 

forty 

lie 

people 

erk erk-i N right 

2) In suffixes starting with dig orb, these sounds become t/k or p respectively if the stem ends 

with a voiceless consonant, e.g. 

kazak+ga 

at+dan 

Sa.f+ba 

kazak-ka 

at-tan 

fa.S -pa 

to a Kazak 

from a horse 

don't hurry 

3) Final p becomes m in verbs if the reflexive suffix -In- is added to the stem, e.g. diap- cover 

diamyn- cover oneself 

I. 4.11. Dissimilation/ Assimilation of consonants 

I) At the beginning of suffixes: 

l>dlt 

t after voiceless 

dafter voiced 

except after}, e.g. 

taj-/ar, syj-luu 

except after r ifPLU -LAr is added, e.g. 

tatar/ar, but karduu 

n>dlt 

1 after voiceless 

dafter voiced 

no exaptions 

2) Dissimilation of f>d, n>d, m>b inside words can also be observed sometimes, e.g. 

alda<a//a (UZ til/a) some 

mildet<mindet <minnet (A minnat) duty 

lcymbat<lcymmat (A qimat) 

moldo <mollo (A mulla) 

karynlkard-y 

expensive 

Mullah, Muslim priest 

belly/his belly 

15 
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1.4.12. There are some phonological changes that can be observed only in colloquial speech. 

1.4.12.1. Sound b becomes w after Vrlj or i between vowels, e.g. 

Written 

albajm 

aba 

Pronounced 

alwajm 
awa 

I will not take it 
uncle 

1.4.12.2. Palatal kin front position usually pronounced gin colloquial speech, e.g. 

kisi gisi person 

1.4.12.3. Final z is often pronounced s, e.g. 

kys girl 

1.4.12.4. Intervocal s is sometimes pronounced z in some dialects, e.g 

ysyk yzyk hot 

1.4.12.5. Sound t becomes J before voiceless consonants, e .. g. 

uttu ustu it flew 

1.4.12.6. If two vowels meet between two words the first vowel is not pronounced, e.g. 

ke/e albajl kel-albajt he cannot come 

1.4.12.7. Consonant assimilation not indicated in writing are the following: z+s>ss, t+di>Jt, 

n+m > mm, n+b > mb, n+g>l)g, e.g. 

Written Sounds 

kaz-syn kossyn 
kiin-gon kiJI)gOn 
ynan-ba ynamba 

iit diiiz ostoz 

let him dig 

one who agreed 

don't believe 
300 

1.4.12.8. Consonant k sounds g at the end/beginning of a word, in case it is surrounded by 

vowels, nasals and Vrlj sounds of another word, e.g. 

written pronounced 

diaskygys 
kerek emes kereg emes 

1.4.12.9. Colloquial allomorphs 

good girl 

not needed 

There are several allomorphs used in colloquial speech, which are the result of some phonetic 

changes (construction, dropping of sounds, etc.), e.g. 

baramyn 
kele diatat 
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bar am 

ke/-atat 

I go 

she is coming 

2. Morphology 

2.1. Nominal morphology 

Kyrgyz, as all Turkic languages. is agglutinative, morphology is mostly governed by suffixes, 

which are all subject to vowel harmony and other phonological rules (allophones). 

1) The vowels of suffixes change according to vowel harmony. In case of borrowings the last 
syllable is taken into consideration. 

2) The first consonants of the suffixes are also subject to assimilation/dissimilation and 
unvocing rules (see phonological rules 1.4.10. and 1.4.11.) 

3) The stem does not changes except some phonetical rules (voicing of last lclp, i dropping 

vowels, dissimilation of Vn, etc.) 

murun>murd-u 

kap>kab-y 

ditik>diiig-ii 

his nose 

his sack 

his baggage 

There are only two prefixes in Kyrgyz, but they originate from Persian: bej- "without, -less" 

and na- "not, unl'm-", e.g. 

bej-taanys unknown 

na-tuura not right, incorrect 

Order of extension: STEM-PL-PPS-CASE, e.g. 

iij-lor-ObOz-<16 in our houses 

Note: Categorizer -G/ can be added to LOC and GEN case suffixes (see there) 

2.1.1. Nouns 

2.1.1.1. Number 

Kyrgyz only has two numbers, singular and plural (SINIPL). 

The suffix of the plural is -LAr , it has allophones after consonants: 

Voiced Glide Trill Unvoiced 

z, m, n, I), I 

-dAr 

2.1.1.2. Gender 

j 

-JAr 

r p, t, I, k, s, S, X 

-/Ar -tAr 

There is no grammatical Gender in Turkic languages. In some Russian borrowings there is 

difference between male or female forrns morphologically, e.g. 
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sekretar 

sekretarsa 

secretary (man) 

secretary (woman) 

2. I. 1.3. Cases 

There are six cases in Kyrgyz, as in most of other Turkic languages: 

Case Suffix� 

NOM -0 
ACC -NI 

GEN -Nin 

OAT/ALL -GA 

LOC -DA 

ABL -DAn 

2.1. I .3.1. Case suffixes have allomorphs after the following vowels: 

Voiced and nasal Unvoiced 

After j ,  r , I, z, m, n, 1) p,c, t , k,s,s,x 

ACC -dl -t l 

GEN -din -tin 

OAT/ALL -gA -kA. 
LOC -dA -lA 
ABL -dAn -tAn 

2.1.1.3.2. Uses of the Cases 

2. I. 1.3.2. I. The subject of the sentence or the indefinite object is in NOM, e.g. 

suuagat 

suu icem 

water flows 

I drink water 

2.1.1.3 .2.2. The ACC marks the definite object of a verb, e.g. 

bul iijdii kOrgon diokmun I have not seen this house 

But with reporting speech (de-) the object of the subordinated part is also in ACC, e.g. 

Meni !relet dep ojlojt He thinks that I will come 

2.1. 1.3.2.3. The OAT/ALL answers the questions ,to whom, to what" and ,to where" (kimge, 

emnege ,  kajda), e.g. 

iijgo baram 

bul kisige ber 
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I go home 

Give it to this person 

t aska okSojt lt resembles to a stone 

In passive sentenc� it marks the person or thing by which the action is taken. The passive 

voice is expressed by causative verb form not by passive in that case. If we omit the person or 

thing by which the action is taken, then passive verb forms can be used. e.g. 

atymdy uurularga uurdatkam My horses were stolen by the thieves 

I let the thieves steel my horse 

iij salyndy 

ujdii diumuscularga saldyrttym 

The house was build (NOM) 

The house was build by the workers 

I made the workers built the house 

2.1. 1.7.2.4. The LOC answers to questions )n/on/at what/whom", ,where and ,when" 

(emnedelkimde/kajdalkacan) , e.g. 

mende akCa diok 

men iijdo oturam 

saat beste 

diajynda 

I don't have money on me 

I sit at home 

at five o'clock 

in summer 

2.1.1.3.2.5. The ABL answers to questions of ,from where, from whom/what" 

(kajdanlkimdenlemneden), e.g. 

kimden a/dyl) 

kajdan lreldil) 

Also expr�� LOC in motion, e.g. 

kbpiirbdon ottiim 

Whom did you take it from 

Where did you come from 

I crossed the bridge 

or simply locative of an action that can be dynamic, e.g. 

seni bul dierden kiitom I will wait for you here 

Comparison of nouns 

bul at senin atyl)dan diakSy this horse is better than your horse 

2. I. 1.4. Pos�sion 

2.1.1.4. I. Possessive Personal Suffix� (PPS) are added to the thing, which is possessed 

(possession). They indicate the person of the possessor: 

SIN 

-(I)m 

2 -(/)1) 
POL -(l}qb 
3 -[sjl 
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PL 

-(I) biz 
2 -{1)1JAr 

POL -11]/z-dAr-

3 -[s]l 

table 7. 
Note: Sounds in [] brackets are used after vowels, sounds in 0 brackets used a.fter consonants. 

2.1.1.4.2. Voicing of the last consonant of the stem: blp, glk, e.g. 

kap/kab-y 

ordoklordlJg-a 

sack 

duck 

2.1.1.4.3. Case endings after SIN PPS 

1/2: -(l)m and -{1)1) 3: -[sjl-

ACC -dl -n 
GEN 

OAT 

LOC 

ABL 

.<fA 
-dAn 

-n-ln 

-n-A 

-n-dA 

-n-An 

Observations: -GA becomes -A after SIN PPS, while an additional -n- appears before the case

endings in 3nl SIN. ACC has a shortened form in Kyrgyz (-n not -nl) after 3nl SIN. 

2.1.1.4.2. The Izafet form 

Izafet form is used to join two nouns together. It is used with place names, time periods, 

nationalities etc., e.g. 

Biskek §amy 

Kyrgyz Respub/ilrasy 

diumakana 
kyrgyz kyzy 

the city ofBishkek 

The Kyrgyz Republic 

Friday 

Kyrgyz girl 

2.1.1.4.3. The third person suffix has substantivizing and defining force e.g. 

0/!}'.ry something that belongs to him 
diakSy.ry 

kijinkisi 
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the better/best of it/them 

the latter one 

2.1.1.4.4. Suffix -Nllcl (Old Turkic -nbJ-Icl) 

It means that something (possession) belongs to a word (possessor). It is used when the 

possessor is not the possessive attribute of the possession. that can be even omited, e.g. 

NOM atam-<iyky my father's 

Case endings after -NIKJ act like after 3nl SIN PPS -[s]l, e.g. 

ACC atam-dy-ky-n my father's 

GEN atam-dy-ky-n-yn of my father's 

OAT/ALL atam-dy-ky-n-a to/for my father's 

LOC atam-dy-ky-n4a at my father's 

ABL atam-dy-ky-n-an from my father's 

2.1.1.4.5. bar/diok are two nouns/adjectives that mean existing and non-existing, e.g. 

akCam bar my money is existingll have money 

akCamdiok 

baryn-diogun bilbejm 

my money is not existingll do not have money 

I do not know its existence or non-existence 

2.1.1.5. Nouns used as postpositions (Auxiliary Nouns) 

These pseudo-postpositions are created from nouns suffixed by possessive personal suffixes 

(PPS) and case suffixes, which change according to the usage of the postposition. The word 

that precedes the postposition is in GEN case, e.g. 

orto middle 

anynortosu 

anyn ortosuna 
anyn ortosunda 

anyn ortosunan 

Other auxiliary nouns: 

aid- (Old Turkic alyn) 

aldynda 

aldyga, alga 

ast 

astynda 

the middle of that 

to the middle of that 

in the middle of that 
from the middle of that 

front 

in front 

forward 

bottom, lower part or front 

beneath, below or in front of 

Note: Kyrgyz sometimes use this word instead of a/dy- in colloquial speach. 

ara 

alardyn ara.rynda 

interval 

between them 
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arka 

anyn arkasynda 
art 
artynda 

artynan 

baJ 

baSynda 

ic 

icinde 

alardyn iCinde 

eki kiin icinde 

dian 
dianynda 
orto 

syrt 

syrtynda 
tys 

back 

behind him/with the help of him 

rear 

behind, at the rear of 

from behind, or later 

head, top,begUuUng 

at the top, at the beginning 

inner part, stomach 

inside, within 

among them 

in two days 

side 

beside, next to 

middle 

external side 

outside 

external side 

Note: It is usually replaced by syrt in Kyrgyz 

tarap (A. [araj) side 

tarabynda on his side 

mangdaj front 

mangdajynda in front of 

tus background, period 

tu.!'unda by, next to, during 

iist top, upper part 

iistiindO over, at the top 

dion direction, orientation 

dioniindO about 

boj stature, side 

bojunda by the side 

suu bojunda by the side of the river 

bojunca according to 
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2.1.2 Pronouns 

2.1.2.1. Personal pronouns 

SING 
(Sl 2nd/POL 3'd 

Nom men senlsiz a/ 

ACC meni seni/sizdi any 

GEN menin seninlsizdin anyn 

OAT/ALL maga* saga*lsizge aga* 

LOC mende sendelsizde anda 

ABL menden sendenlsizden andanlanan 

PL 

NOM biz silerlsizder alar 
ACC bizdi silerdilsizderdi a/ardy 

GEN bizdif) silerdinlsizderdin a/ardyn 
OAT/ALL bizge si/ergelsizderge a/arga 
LOC bizde si/erde/sizderde a/arda 

ABL bizden silerdenlsizderden alar dan 
• irregular forms (in the sother dialect they are pronounced m(Uj(l!saf)Q) 

table.8. 

2.1.2.1.1. Use of the personal pronouns 

Personal pronouns can be omitted in a sentence in NOM/GEN case if the person of the 

possessor/predicate is expressed by personal suffixes/suffixed pronouns, e.g. 

men baram or baram I go 

menin ii)iim or ii)iim my house 

I" PL in GEN case there are three possibilities, e.g. 

bizdin iij/ bizdin iijiibiizliijiibiiz our house 

2.1.2.1.2. Suffixed personal (Personal Suffixes of the Predicate) 

SING PL 

-min (<men) -Biz (<biz) 

-s/1) (<sen) -slf)Ar (<siler) 

-slz (<siz) -slzdAr (<sizder) 

tabel9. 

Allomorphs of -Biz after vowels: 
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Voiced 

z, m, n, IJ,j, I, r 

-biz 

Unvoiced 

lc,p,t,s,§,c,x 

-plz 
Suffixed personal pronouns are used after nouns/adjectives, numerals, pronouns, 

participles/verbal nouns and converbs. They indicate the person of the subject, replacing the 

verb "to be", e.g. 

Men Jcyrgyz-myn 

2.1.2.2. Demonstratives 

but, bu 

u§u, u§u/ 

o§o/, o§o 
a/ 

I am Kyrgyz 

this 

this right here 

that over there 

that (also used as "he/she/it") 

tigi that one far away 

2.1.2.2.1. Personal pronouns used mostly in colloquial language 

myna this 

ana that 

tigine that one far away 

2.1.2.2.2. Personal suffixes expressing place 

mynda here 

u§unda right here 

anda 

oSondo 

bul dierdelbijerde 

but diakta/byjakta 

a/ diakta/ajakta 
tigi diakta/tyjakta 
myna/mynalcej 
ana 

there 

over there 

at this place 

at this place 

at that place 

at that place far away 

here 

there 

2.1.2.2.3. Compound "verbal" pronouns with verb et- "to do": 

min-t- (myndaj et-) do this way 

u§in-t- (ulundaj et-) do this way 

an-t- (andaj et-) do that way 

o.fen-1- (o.fondoj et-) do that way 
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2.1.2.2.4. Personal Pronouns with different nominal suffixes (-CA, -DAj) 

mynca this much myndaj like this, this way 

w"'unea this much u§undaj like this, this way 

anta that much andaj like that, that way 

o§onco that much o§ondoj like that, that way 

2.1.2.3. Reflexives 

2.1.2.3.1. Reflexive or emphatic pronoun is iJz, as an adjective it means 'own', e.g. 

tJz ujtim my own house 

lt can be used by PPS in GEN case, e.g. 

iJziimdiin ujtim my own house 

2.1.2.3.2. With possessive personal suffixes (PPS) 

tJz-fJm myself 

iJz-fJI) yourself 

iJz-ii himselflherselti'itself 

iJz-iibiiz ourselves 

tJz-fJI)iJr yourselves 

iJz-dorii themselves 

2.1.2.3.3. Emphasizing form: oz(fl)..Qzu, e.g. 

ozti..Qziin oltiirdii he killed himself 

2.1.2.3.4. Collective form: bir-biri "one another'', e.g. 

bir-birin siijiJt they love each other 

2.1.2.4. Interrogative pronouns 

kim who? 

em(i)ne (OT nemene) what? 

ne what? 

Note: ne is the only genuine Kyrgyz word that starts with 11 

kajsy (OT kajysy) which? 

2.1.2.4.1. Case endings are the same as for nouns and adjectives 

emneni what? 

emnenin 

emnege 

emnede 

of what? 

to what, for what or why? 

in what? 
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emneden from what or sometimes why? 

2.1.2.4.2. Other forms deriving from kaj and ne 

kanCalkancoo 

kalan 

kandaj 
nece 

how much? 

when? 

what kind of, how? 

how much/many? 

nege why? 

2.1.2.4.3. Pronouns expressing space 

kajda where in/to ALULOC 

kajdan 

kaj diaktalkajakta 

kanalkanakej 

where from ABL 

at what place 

where is it? 

2.1.2.4.4. Compound "verbal" pronoun 

kan-t- ( kandaj et-) what to do, how to do? 

2.1.2.5. Indefinite pronouns 

bir nece some/few 

birdeme {<bir neme) 

bir-biri 

biroo 

bir kisi 
baSka, ozgo 

nerse (OT<ne erse) 

necen, ecen 

ecak, necak 

ec (P hec) 

ec kim 

ec kaCan 
ec kajda 

ecteke (<hec neme) 

kee (P gdh) 

keede 

kee bir 

aida (Uzbek alia) 
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something 

each other, one another 

someone 

someone 

other 

something 

some, a few 

sometime ago 

no 

no one 

never 

nowhere 

nothing 

some 

sometimes 

some/few 

some 

aida kalan sometimes, long ago 

Indefinite pronouns can be formed by suffix -Dlr too, e.g. 

/r,alandyr 
emnegedir 

sometimes 

for some reason 

2.1.2.6. Quantitative pronouns 

ar (P har) all, every 

everybody 

everything 

arkim 

ardeme 

ar ujdo 

boary (<bar-y 3. PPS) 

boaryn bilet 

boarykeldi 

in every house, in all the houses 

everything, everyone 

he knows everything 

everyone carne 

Note: baary can be replaced by bardygy 

bar all 

bar tarap 

bardyk 

bardyk Jerde 

but, butkiil 

tiigo/, butiin, biiktJiu 

kOp 

az 

2.1.3. Numerals 

2.1.3.1. Cardinals 

ones 

1 bir 

2 eki 

3 uc 

4 tort 

s be.S 

6 alty 

7 dieti 

8 segiz 
9 toguz 

tens 

10 

2 0  

30 

40 

so 
60 
70 
80 

90 

all sides 

every, all 

everywhere 

aU 

all, complete 

much, many 

few, little 

on 

diyjyrma 
otuz 

kyrk 

eliiii 
altymys 

dietimis 

seksen 

tokson 

higher numbers 

100 diiiz 

1000 mi1J 
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2.1.3. 2. Ordinals. 

The suffix -{I)ncl is added to cardinals to express ordinals 

Notes: ,first" birinci can be replaced by a/gat. The word ekinci "second" can also mean 

"other" or "again". 

2.1.3.3. Collectives. 

-00 can be used until ten. lfthe cardinal ends with -/, that last vowel disappears, e.g. 

bir� one piece a/t-oo six pieces 

ek-06 two pieces diet� seven pieces 

-OO+PPS expresses collectives out of a group, e.g. 

biroo (<birtJb-ii 3. PPS) one of them 

Note: an additional-n appears between the stem and the case-endings (see 2.1.1.4.3.), e.g. 

birOO-no (<birtJb-ii-ni:J) to one of them 

ekoobiiz two of us 

It can be used as a conjunction, e.g. 

Axmel ekoobiiz Akhmed and I (we together) 

2.1.3.4. Distributives -Ar 

hir-er by one, some 

This suffix is rarely used in Kyrgyz and usually replaced by ABL -DAn, e.g. 

bir-<kn 

eki-<kn 

2.1.4. Adjectives 

by one 

by two 

Adjectives morphologically do not differ from nouns, except that if they are in qualifying 

position (attribute) they precede the qualified noun without the lzafet form (see there), e.g. 

lcyrgyz kyzy Kyrgyz girl (noun) 

suluu 1cyz beautiful girl (adjective) 

2. I. 4 . I  Comparison 

The comparative degree is expressed by putting the second member of the comparison in 

ABL case, e.g. 

a/ myndan diakJy that is better than this 

Superlative is expressed by the intensifying word e1J "most" , e.g. 

e1J diaJcSy the best 
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Or simply by ABL case of words like baary "all", e.g. 

baarynan diaJcSy the best of all 

2.1.4.2. Adjectival categorizers 

2.1. 4 .2.1 ..(;/ suffix derives adjectives from nouns of time and space. 

After vowels and z 

-gl 

diaz 
diaz-gy 
diaj 
diaj-ky 

After voiceless consonants, nasals,}, r 

-kl 

spring (noun) 

spring (adjective) 

summer (noun) 

summer (adjective) 

tiJmi:Jn low, down 

tiJmtJn-kii lower 

It can also be used after LOC -DA-gl, e.g. 

Joar-dagy the one in the city 

2.1.4.2.2. There is a special suffix in Kyrgyz -IAn!IAdAn (·--GI-DAn), this is the ABL of the

GI suffix, it is used after adjevctives of time, e.g. 

bajyr-lcy ancient 

bajyr-tanlbajyr-tadan 
lmlrda-gy 

from ancient times 

early, old 

�m�rda-tan since early times 

2.1.4.2.3. Categorizers -ij (A -i), -mAn (P -mandlman), e.g. 

asker (A 'aslrar) troops 

aslrerij (A 'aslrari) 

kl>t 
kl>tmon 

2.1.5. Adverbs 

military 

moving of nomad households 

nomad, nomadic 

All adjectives can be used as adverbs without any morphological changes depending on its 

role in the sentence, e.g. 

a/ diaksy adam 
a/ diaksy bile/ 

he is a good man 

he knows it well 

There are some adverbs that can be used only as such, but most of them are derived from 

verbs or nouns/adjectives, e.g. 
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diM pedestrian/on foot 

Some suffixes used for adverbs: 

-(J)n and -/ (Old Turkic INS) used only in a few cases, e.g. 

tegin 

bir kUnO 

USu diy/y 

for free 
one day 

this year 

-In with LOC is used with season names to express time, e.g. 

kUzlkiizfin..<}ij autumn/in autumn 

kyi/Iryfyn-da winter/in winter 

-GAr/ (Old Turkic LA T) survives also in some adverbs, e.g. 

ilgeri long ago 

diogoru 
teskeri 

2.1.5.1. Spatial 

OOdMJjdJJ, diogoru 
yldyj, I<Jm<Jn 

artlca, kijin 

beri 

ary 
karfy 

2.1.5.2. Temporal 

bfigiin<bul kiJn 

kecee, kecl>iJ 

erlefJ 

bir kiJnO 

kiJ.n-u-g<J 

murdagy kiJnii 

biirsiigiinu<birisi kiJnO 

ertesi kUnO 

byltyr 
byjyl<bu diyl 

emkidiyly 
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upwards 

the other way 

besides, apart from, outside 

upwards 

down 

back( ward) 

towards, since 

away 

against 

today 

yesterday 

tomorrow 

one day 

everday 

day before yesterday 

day after tomorrow 

next day 

last year 

this year 

next year 

erlef} menen 

/iJ1I, tfJnfl menen 

ldJndiiz 
kelinde 

tun ilinde 

/UJt(J 
anan (<andan kijin) 

erie 

tu-tez 
nnuvn, murda 
emi 

in the morning (t<u] means dawn) 

at night 

daytime 

in the evening 

at night 

at noon 

then 

early 

late 

frequently 

before 

now 

Note: The word emi 'now' in Kyrgyz is usually replaced by azir (A !la4.ir), whi.le Kyrgyz use 

it in certain expressions, usually in a meaning ,well", e.g. 

emi emne ky/abyz? 

ali (A fldldltpli) 

Well, what shall we do now? 

"yet", it is used with negative e.g. 

ali kelgen diok he has not arrived yet 

Note: this form is usually replaced by the verbal modifier elek, see 2.2. 1.3.2. 

aryr (A IJ!$4ir) now 

dagy again 

lcajra again, repeatedly 

diyl sajyn every year 

u/am continuously, always 

taka}, dajyma (A daiman) always 

2.1.5.3. Causal 

birge, coguu, lc.oSo together 

Note: it is used together with postposition menen, see there. 

2.1.5.4. Degree adverbs 

IJt(J very 

abdan (P db6dan) very 

ajabaj (from aja-) very 

takyr (not) at all 

6zgi>C6 especially 

bir-<Jtolo totally, for good 
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aT a!) 
(ogo) beter (P behtar) 

atajy{n) 
deer/ik 

2.1.6. Nominal categorizers 

2.1.6.1. Nominalizers 

2.1.6.1.1. Denominal 

-CA suffix has several usages: 

hardly 

even more 

on purpose 

hardly 

I) It expresses that somebody speaks in a language, e.g. 

kyrgyz-Ca in Kyrgyz (language), in the Kyrgyz way 
2) It also means 'in a way' or 'according to', e.g. 

ajtys-y-n.Ca according to what he says 

menimce in my opinion 

boju-n-la according to 

baSkaca in a different way 

-DA) (<O'r deg) means "like", "as", e.g. 

toodoj bol be like a. mountain 

-CA and -DAj act like case suffixes, which means that an additional -n- appears between 3rd 

person PPF and -CA/-DA), e.g. 

anyn ajtkany-n..<Jaj bo/du It happened as he said it would 

anyn ajtyfy-n-la according to what he says 
-Cl expresses profession, e.g. 

diylky horse 

diylkyCy horseman 

-LUU expresses that a word possesses a thing or a quality, e.g. 

tuzduu salted, something that has salt in it 

akylduu witted, someone who has wits (clever) 

-U (or -LUU) joins two things that belong to each other, e.g. 

edieli-sif)di{li) sisters, older and younger 

-slz means that something/somebody lacks a thing or a quality (-less), e.g. 

maanisiz meaningless, has no meaning 

-Llk creates general nouns from nouns and adjectives (-ness), e.g .. 

diaf young 
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diaftyk 

da)ar 

dajardyk 

youth 

ready 

readiness 

It also means that something/someone comes from a place, e.g. 

BiSkektik from Bishkek 

-LAs means that a word belongs to a group, e.g. 

r.Jio/dd companion (on a trip), friend, husband 

-CII means that someone likes something, e.g. 

cyntyl one who likes the truth, truthful 

-LAk used for places, e.g. 

ta.Stak a place full of stones 

2.1.6.1.2. Deferrable Nominizers 

-mA, e.g. tart-ma 

-(A)r-mAn, e.g. oku-r-man 

-(l)k, e.g. biil-uk 

-I, e.g. tof-u 

-Gl, e.g. i!al-gy 

-(In)-(I}c, e.g. 

kuban-ye 

kork-un-uc 

tyn-l 
-Ak, e.g. dial-ale 

-CAAk, e.g. unut-Caak 

-Gin, e.g. siir-giin 

-(l)m, e.g. siij/6-m 

-In, e.g. eg-in 

-Glc, e.g. kys-kyC 
-Gir, e.g. bilgir 

-UU/00-C, e.g. at-ooC (from ata-) 

-CAl, e.g. usu-k-Col 

-CAn, e.g. kalpak-Can 

drawer 

reader 

part 

full 
schyte 

happiness 

fear 

peacful 

accommodation 

absent-minded 

exile 

sentence 

cereals 

brace 

knowledgeable 

nouns and adjectives 

one who is always cold 

one who wears a hat 
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2.1.6.2. Augmentatives 

-(l)rAAk used to intensify the meaning of an adjective, but sometimes can be translated as 
comperative, e.g. 

erte-reek quite early, earlier 
Intensive adjectives produced by duplicating the first syllable adding a -p. e.g. 
kop-kara very black, pitch dark 

2.1.6.3. Diminutives 

Diminutives of personal names are derived from the first two sounds of them plus adding -
(e)ke regardless of vowel harmony, e.g. 
Salama/ Sake 
-keO) can be used after the names of the relatives 

atake father 

tajakeltajke uncle by the maternal side 
diel)eke sister-in-law (elder brother's wife) 
-nAkAj 

taty-nakaj (<tattuu, taty-) sweet 

dia/cSy-nakaj nice 

-taj (not subject to vowel harmony!!) 
erke-taj spoiled (child) 
kuluntaj little colt 
-CAkltAk 

kit epee 

kulunCalc 
small book, booklet 

little colt 

2.1.7. Other word categories 

2.1. 7 .I .  Postpositions 
2.1. 7 .1.1. Postpositions with NOM case 

2.1.7.1.1.1. menen (< OT birlenlbilen) 'with' 
Formerly it was used with GEN. especially after pronouns, but in Kyrgyz only singular pronouns men, sen, a/, but, osot, u!ul preserved a contracted form of GEN (-Nin>-nl), in some dialects they can also be used in NOM, e.g. 

any menen ( <anyn menen) or a/ menen with him 
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meni menen (<menin menen) with me 

osonu menen with this 

It can also express the meaning 'through/across', e.g. 

keldik we came through the mountains 100 menen 

Between two words it is used as a conjunction, e.g. 

kyrgyz menen kazaJc Kyrgyz and Kaz.ak 
It is often used with adverbs eoguu, birge 'together'' e.g. 

dosum menen coguu together with my friend 

2.1.7.1.1.2. acun 'for' 

Formerly it was also used with GEN, especially after pronouns, but in Kyrgyz only SIN 

pronouns o.Sol, u.ful, a/, but preserved a contracted form ofGEN (-Nln>-n), although they can 

also be used in NOM, e.g 

o§on utun or o.Sot iJcun 

ketgenif} uCiin rarmat 

2.1.7.1.3. Other postpositions 

tuuraluu 

but s<Jz tuuraluu 

for this, for that reason 

thank you for coming 

about, concerning, e.g. 

about this word 

Note: Usually replaced by the secondary postposition di<JniJndi5 
syjaktuu like, similar 

Sometimes replaced by <Jlj(JUiJ, sy1)01Y. symat 

o.Sol syjaktuu 

d£akka (DAT diak side) 

Uj diakka baram 

arkyluu 

Biskek arkyluu ketdim 

caJay 

on Cakty adam 
aldynda 
keler aldynda 
sajyn 
diyt sajyn 

an sajyn (<anyn sajyn GEN) 

bojdon (boj+ ABL) 

like that 

toward 

I go home (towards my house) 

via, through, e.g. 

1 came via Bishkek 

about, around. e.g. 

about five people 

before, e.g. 

before you come 

every, every time, by, e.g. 

every year, year by year 

even more 

in a way 
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eski bojdonlcaldy 

2.1.7.1.3.1. ACC case 

kOzdOj 

it remained in the old way 

towards 

lcaraj towards, around 

In Kyrgyz often replaced by kl>zdoj plus ACC, see there. 
toonu karaj 

2. 1.7.1 .3.2. OAT/ALL case 

lcarSy 
dioogolcariy 

towards the mountain 

against 

against the enemy 

cejin, dejin, dejre until 

Some postpositions by the verb lcara- to look: 

lcarabaj regardless of 

lcarabastan 

maa/ 

IOT)ga maa/ 
2. 1.7. 1.3.3. ABL case 

murun, murda 

myndan eki diyl murun 

kijin 

uc kfindon kijin 

beri 

tiJrt ajdan beri 

ary, nary 
myndan ary 

baS/ca 
i>zgoltyslcary 
diylkydan baSka diok 

koro (kl>r-) 

andan koro kyrgyzca ajt 

aSuUII, aJyk (aJ-) 

eki diiizdiJn aiurm 
ulam 

o.fondon ulam 
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in spite of 

during, around 

around sunrise 

ago 

two years ago 

after 

three days later 

since 

since four months 

further (rarely used) 

further this 

except 

except, apart from 

there is nothing except horses 

compared to, rather 

rather say in Kyrgyz 

more 

more than 200 

due to 

due to this 

2.1.7.1.4.Postposition used after Participles and V�rbal nouns 

-GAn, e.g. 

kelgen syjaktuu 

kelgenSOI) 

Note: sof} 'after' is usually replaced by kijin 

it seems that he arrived 

after he came 

tiji!(tiiii) must (used in third person) 

lceluugo tiJi� 

Sa§kan bojdon 

he must come 

in a hurry 

kelgen sajyn every time he came 

Pospositions (modal words) kerek/miimkfin are used with verbal noun -(l)s plus PPS 

kerek must mamkfin (A mumkin) may 

keM-im kerek I must come kelis-im mumkfin I may come 

Ice/is-if} kerek you must come keM-if} miimkfin you may come 

kelis-i kerek he must come kelis-i miimkfin he may come 

2.1.7.2. Conjunctions 

diana 
atam, bajkem iana men 

menen 

atam menen agam 
diJ, dagy 

ajtty da ketti 

ne .. ne .. 

neat ne dek 

bolbosun 

die (P jd) 

(die) bo/boso 
bir-ok 

sebebi (A sabab) 

antkeni 

negedeseng 

demek, degi 

ajtmakCy 

basa 

and (used freely with nouns), e.g. 

my father, my brother and I 

and (used between two nouns). e.g. 

my father and my brother 

and (used between verbs, sentences), e .. g. 

he said it and left 

neither ... nor ... (P na. .. na ... ) in dialects 
neither horse nor donkey 

no matter 
or 

or 

but 

because 

because 

because 

well, it means 

well, as a matter of fact 

well 
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ne bolso da 

lcantken menen 

bolgon menen 

bolsoda 

2.1.7.3. Panicles 

whatever 

whatever 

even though 

even though 

2.1.7.3.1. Excluding pan.icle gana and "only, just", e.g. 

men gana bilem I know it only 

2.1.7.3.2. Emphasizing/excluding panicle ele (Mon. e/e) 
o§ol e/e kiln the same day 

This particle can be used as gana .,only" as well, e.g. 

Bir ele kiln just one day 

2.17.3.3. Including panicle tUgtJI, turgaj "not only, but" 

ol kelgen tiigtJI, he not only came but 

/cop nerse ap-ke/di brought a lot of things 

2.1.7.3.4. Emphasizingluncertainity particle go (raj. ku) e.g. 

oiondoj go like that in deed, probably like that 

2.1. 7.3.5. Interrogative panicle -BI 

Allomorphs after vowels: 

Voiced Voiceless 

z, m, n. 1), I, r, w, j p, t, k, s, s, c, x 

-bl -pi 
It stands always at the end of the sentence, and it is used if there is no interrogative pronoun in 
the sentence, e.g. 

a/ kyrgyz-by? is he Kyrgyz? 

But: kanCa kyrgyz bar? How many Kyrgyz are there 
2.1.7.3.4. -dlr panicle means uncertainity, it is often used by words balkim (P hal/a), mtJmkiin 
(A mumkin), e.g. 

(balkimlmiimkiin) 

a/leW bargan-dyr he might have gone there 

alcCasy bar-dyr he might have some money 

2. 1.7.3.5. daldagy particle expresses "too, as well, also", e.g. 

al da bilet He know it as well 
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If it is used with NEG it means ,either/neither, nor" 

AIda kelgen diok He did not come either 

2.1. 7.3 .6. tel) "equal" can be used as panicle meanuing "all", e.g. 

ocoo tel) all three 

baary teng bilet all of them know 

note: in Kazak this fonn is expressed by particle DA (ii.kw tk, bari tk) 

2.1.7.3.7. -C/ means "and what about?", e.g. 
senei? and what about you? 

2.1.7.3.8. Particles used with verbs (converbs and participles) 

/rele-t comes 

kelip-tir has come (apparently) 

It can also disappear before the interrogative particle -Bl, e.g. 

kele-bi? is he coming? 

But kelip-tir-bi? has he come, I wonder? 

a/ kele-bi? is he coming? 

But kaean /rele-t? when is he coming? 

Constracted forms with the the verb to be (e-): bele<bi ele, beken<' bi eken 

/relet beken 

ajtsa¢y 
kelci 

a}ta}yney 

2.2. Verbal morphology 

2.2.1. Verb 

is he coming, I wonder? 

would you say it, please 

please come 

please, let me say it 

The stem itself means imperative 2od person SIN, e.g. 

Ire/ come (you SIN) 

The stem of the Kyrgyz verbs usually remain the same, it rarely changes. Exceptions: 

1) Voicing of the last p and k: 

p>b before consonants, p disappears before converb -(J}p while lengthening the vowel. 

k>g before consonants, e.g. 

lcak->kagyp to shake 

tap-> tab-uultaa-p to find 

2) the dropping of-/- in the second syllable of the stem, e.g. 
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ajyr-> ajr-yp to tear 

3) In some dialects one-syllable verbs with a final m have irregular forms with converb -(l)p, 
e.g. 
I«Jm->kiJm-upii«XJm-p to bury 
dium->diumupldiuum-p to close (eyes) 

2.2.1 . 1 ,  Order of extension 

STEM-CAT: CAUSIP ASSIRECIREF-NEG-MOD: P ARICONff AM-PS 

lcir-giz-be-p-tir he did not let him enter 

[ enter-CAUS-NEG-CONIEVID.P AST-P ART] 

2.2.1. 1. Personal suffixes 

2.2.1 .1 . 1 .  Class I 

The -DI recent past tense and -.s:A conditional finite forms take Class I personal suffixes, 

which are almost like PPS. They only differ in 1" PL: k* (unknown origin). 
SING PL 
-m 

• polite form 

2.2.1.2. Class U 
Imperative Mood suffixes take Class II personal suffixes, which are quite similar to Class 1 

personal suffixes: 
Mood suffix Personal suffixes 

SIN PL 
I" SIN -{A)j- PLU A/j-1-• -Jn(<-Jm) -ik, -I 

2od -{}-
-0 

(<{l)TJ) 
.. 

-GilA 

-Gin -Gin 
POL -0- -(1)1)/Z -(I)T)iz-dAr 
3'd -sin -0 -0 
• In singular the mood suffix is -{A)j-, while in plural it changes to -A/j-1- (-A after consonats, 

-j after vowels). Furthermore the Kyrgyz usually omit the last -k personal ending, e.g. 
•• This ofrm is used in the Southern Dialect. 
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barajy-n 

bara/y (or baralyk) 

tabel. 10. 

let me go 

let us go 

2.2.1.3. Comparison of personal suffixes: 

SIN PPS finite forms 

-Dl and ..sA 

1" -(I)m -m 

2nd -(/)1) -1) 

POL -(l)T)IZ -I)IZ 

3r4 -(s)I -0 

PL 

1" -(!)biz -k 

2"" -(1)1)-Ar -1)-Ar 

POL -(!)viz-dAr -viz-dAr 

3"' -(s)l -0 
table. II.  

2.2.1.1.4. Class ill 

IMP mood: 

-(A)j-, Alj-1-. -0, -sin 

-In (<lm) 

-0 

(<11)) 

-(l)T)IZ 

-0 

-Jkl-1 

-(1)1)-Ar, -GilA 

-{l)1Jlz-dAr 

-0 

There are other suffixes that can be used to produce non-finite forms as well: verbal nouns, 

participles and converbs. They take suffixed personal pronouns, just like other nouns and 

adjectives: 
SIN PL 

-minim** -Biz 

2 -slf}lslz* -sivArlslzdAr* 

3 (-Dlr/1) (-Dlrlt) 

• polite form 
•• -min has a shortened form after conver -Aij 

Note: suffixed particle -Dlrlt (see there) is not PPS and it is only used after converbs in 

standard language, e.g. 

2.2.1.2. Basic tense-aspect-mood (TAM) categories can be expressed by the following verbal 

forms: 

1) Finite verbal suffixes: PAST-Dl, COND -.s:A and IMP -(A)j-IA/j-1-. -sin 
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2) Verbal noun and Participles 

3) Converbs 

4) AUX verbal forms (consisting of a main verb and one or more auxiliary verbs) TAM 

categories expressed by AUX verbs can be found under paragraph 2.3. 

2.2.1.2. 1 .  Tense categories 

2.2.1 .2. 1. 1. Present-Future (P/F) is formed by converb -AI}. It expresses and action that takes 

place usually or wil l take place in the future, e.g. 

kel-e-1 'he comes (usually)' or 'he will come' 

2.1.2.1.2. PAST 

2.2.1.1.2.1. -DI recent past expresses an action that took place not long ago and still has 

relation with the present, e.g. 

keldi he arrived, he has arrived 

It can also express present that will take place soon, e.g. 

kettim I am leaving (right now), I am off 

2.2.1.2.2.2. General past with participle -GAn expresses an action that took place long ago and 

has been finished al.ready, e.g. 

kelgen he arrived (but he might be gone now) 

2.2. 1.2.2. Aspectual suffixes 

2.2. I .2.2. I. Continuous 

The following verbs can express simple present and present continuous with the same form, 

e.g. 

dial-at 
tur-at 
otur-atloltur-aJ 
diUr...(Jt 

he is lying/he lies 

he is standing/he stands 

he is sitting/he sits 

he is walking/he walks 

Other verbs stand with AUX (see there) to express present continuous and other continuous 

forms. 

Present Continuous can be expressed by -lr//-1 in the Talas dialect. This form only used with 

tur-ldiat-lotur-ldiiir- and it becomes -/- after tur-, otur-, difir-: 
diatyry he is lying 
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turu (<tur-uru) he is standing 

oturu (<otur-uru) he is sitting 

diUril (<diUr-uril) he is walking 

Another continuous form is -UU(-00)-dA (verbal noun -UU+LOC) tense, which expresses an 

action that is under way. It is used in written language, e.g. 

bul uj salynuuda this house is under construction 

Form -y-luu (<-uu-luu) also expresses continuity, e.g. 

diozyluu It is written (all the time) 

2.2.1.2.2.2. Habitual past (HAB.PAST) is expressed by particple -CU<-UU-CU. Probably 

originally this form was used by ele (edeledi) (PAS of the verb 'to be'). ln some dialects still 

the old form -UU-CU is used, e.g. 

lrei-Cii (ele) 

kele-iiu-Cii 

he used to come 

he used to come (in some dialects) 

2.2.1.2.3. Mood suffixes 

2.2.1.2.3.1. Conditional (COND) 

In the first part (protasis) of the conditional sentence, which contains the condition (if) the 

verb takes ...sA conditional suffix, e.g. 

Jrelse if he comes/when he comes 

There are other AUX forms as well (see there). 

2.2.1.2.3.2. Optative -GAj expresses an action that is wished by the speaker, e.g. 

atam kelgej (ele) I wish that my father came 

This form is usually replaced by form kelse elren 

sapary1J diakSy bolgoj May your trip be good 

2.2. 1.2.3. 3. Evidential (EVID) 

2.2.1.2.3.3.1. EVID.FUT is expressed by FUT Participle -(A)r or -(AA)r. 1t expresses an 

action that will probably take place in the future, e.g. 

ke/er, keleer he might come 

This form is often used in proverbs as general present, e.g. 

siijloj-sfijllJj ceeen bolor by speaking he will become a rhetoric 
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2.2.1.2.3.3.2. -(l)p EVID.PAST expresses a past tense that is not certain. The speaker did not 

see the action itself, e.g. 

ul-ip-tir apparently he has anived 

Or it has the meaning that something seems to be the case to the speaker, e.g. 

oorup kalypSJI1) I suppose that you are sick 

2.2.1.3.3.4. Imperative Mood has different suffixes for different persons: 
I" 2011 3"' 

-(A)j- -Oor-Gin -sin. 

-Aij-1- -GilA -sin 

They take Class ll personal suffixes (see there). 

2.2. I .3.3.6. Desirative expressed by -MAkiMAk-C/, where -MAk is a shortened form of 

-MAke/, e.g. 

a/ u/mekci he wants to come 

2.2.1.3. Negation (NEG) 

2.2.1.3.1. In Turkic languages the verb is usually negated by adding -BA suffix to the stem. 
Allomorphs after vowels: 

voiced 

z, m, n, IJ, w,j, I, r 

-M 

voiceless 

p, t,k, s,s, c 

-pA 
-(A)r participle has the only irregular NEG form: -BA-s 

ulbes he is not coming 

Note: ulbeer is used in qoUoquial speech only. 

The NEG of converb -(l)p, the -BA-p form is only used in EVID.PAST, in other forms the 

NEG of converb -Aij , the -BA-j form is used instead, e.g. 

lre/-be-j-1 he is not coming 

ul-be-p-tir he might have not come 

ket-pe-j kaldy he did not leave 

The NEG of -GAn is -BA-gAn but other form with dioklemes (see below) also can be used, 

e.g. 

kel-be-gen he did not arrived at that time 

The NEG of -DI is -BA-d/ but it is often replaced with other forms (see below), e.g. 
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ulbedi did not come 

Other NEG froms -BA-s.4, -BA-gAj, etc. 

ulbese 

ulbegej 

if he does not come 

I wish he did not come 

2.2.1.3.2. Some verbal forms can be negated by noun/adjective diok 'non-existent' or the 

negative of the verb to be' emes (see there). These forms have slightly different meaning, e.g. 

ul-gen diok he did/has not anived 

ul-gen emes he did not anive at all 
Other forms also exist with AUX emes, see 2.3.4. 

Modal word e/ek can be found only in Siberian languages (Altai, Tuva, Yakut), it is used with 

converb -AI} and means that the action has not happed yet, e.g. 

ule elek has not anived yet 

2.2.2. Verbal categorizers 

2.2.2.1. Transitivizers (Voice) 

2.2.2. I. I. Reflexive verb (REF): -(l)n-

diuu

diuu-n-

to wash 

to wash himself 

2.2. I. I .2. The passive verb (PAS): -(1)1-
baSta
baSta-/

Exceptions: 

After -/- it becomes -In-
a/

al-yn-

to start 
to be started 

to take 

to be taken 

After verbalizer -LA- it becomes -n-

baj-/a
baj-lan-

Other exceptions: 

lcOr-iin-

to bind 

to be bound 

to be seen 

2.2. 1. 1 .3. The reciprocal or co-operative verb (REC): -(l)s

This suffix has different functions: 

I) It can express that the action is mutual or reciprocal between two sides, e.g. 
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al sfJj/Mtfi (any menen) he spoke to him 
2) Co-operative, which means that one did something together with others: 

al sabalcka katysty he attended the class (together with others) 

3) It can express an action that was taken by a group of people together, thus meaning 

plurality, e.g. 

alar lxrrysty they went (together) 

2.2.2.2. Verbalizers 

2.2.2.2.1. Denominal 

-LA-

baS, baSta

-A-

bo.f, boso
·AJ-

az-aj

I«Jb..(Jj-

ldci-r-ej- (from kici irregular) 

-(A)r-

esld-r-

diaS-ar-
ktJg..(Jr-
-slrA-
IdJI-iim-sfJrO-

dietim-sire- (Ayatim) 

-sA-
suu-sa-

to start 

to empty 

to become less 

to become more 

to become smaller 

to grow old 

to become young 

to become blue 

to smile 

to feel lonely 

to be thirsty 

-sl- suffix is usually used with participle -GAn, meaning "it seems like'', e.g. 

yjla-gan-sy-dy it seemed like she cried 

she pretended to cry 
-sl-n
diiJr()k-sfJn

-GAr

at-kar

baf-kar-
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to be afraid 

to fulfill 

to lead 

es-Ur- to remind 

2.2.2.3. Causativizers 

In Kyrgyz the causative has two meanings: 

1) to make somebody do something 

2) to let someone do something 

After consonants it takes -t- suffix. e.g. 

oku+ to teach, to make s. study 

After consonants it can take -Dir-, -DAr-, -lr, -Ar-, -Glz-. -GAz-, -Iz-. -GAr-suffixes, e.g. 

kiJn-diJr-

kaz-dyr

kal-tyr
kel-tir

()/-tfir-

cap-tyr

kes-tir-

ldr-giz

ldj-giz-

ac-tyr

cyg-ar-

ag-yz
()t-I«Jr-/()t-/Wz

oo-dar-
Exceptions: 

I«Jr-stJ-1-

kork-u-t-

to convince, to make him accept 

to make him dig 

to make him stay 

to make him come 

to make him die, to kill 

to make it gallop, to gallop 

to make him cut 

to make him enter 

to dress him/her up 

to make him open 

to make him go out, to take out, lead out 

to make it flow 

to make it pass 

to make him tum around 

to make him see, to show 

make him afraid, frighten 

For the use of the causative see OAT case. 

2.2.2.4.Tbe repetitive verb: -(/)s-tir-

sura- to ask 

sura.ftyr- to ask around 

2.2.2.5. Iterative verb: -GI-lA-, -(A)-/A-

tepldle

tebele-

to keep on kicking 

to kick/step a couple of times 
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2.2.3. Verbal modifiers 
2.2.3.1. Verbal nouns/Participles 

2.2.3 .1.1. Participles 

2.2.3. 1.1.1. Future form -A6Ak* is not productive, it is only used with the following words 

meaning future: 

kelelek 

bolotok 

future 

future 

keletek muun the future generation 

2.2.3 .1 . 1.2. EVID.P/F participle -(A)r is used generally, e.g. 

keler the one who may come/the one who usually comes 

-(A)r-Uk despite the -Llk nominal suffix derives adjective, e.g. 

ajtarlyk soz word that is worth to say 
2.2.3. 1.1.3. PAST participle -GAn 

kelgen kisi the person who came 

2.2.3.1.1 .4. PAST participle -(l)mJS is only used with AUX bol- to express predentative 

(PRED) mood, see there. 

2.2.3.1.1.5. Other participles with -C/ are -MAk-CJ* and -UU-CUI-CU*. e.g. 

kelmekti one who wants to come 

kelfifi6ii, ke/6ii the one who usually came 

Suffix -CU can be used with -DAj to express possibility, e.g. 

kyjyn boltudaj kfin a day that can become hard 

2.2.3.1.2. Verbal nouns 

The main difference. between verbal nouns and participles is that ve.rbal nouns C8!lJlOt be used 

as adjectives. 

2.2.3.1.2.1. -UUI(-00) is the main verbal noun suffix in Kyrgyz. It is sometimes considered 

infinitive, which does not exist in Turkic languages, e.g. 

ke/Ufi (kef-) coming, to come 

If the verb ends with -/-, the last vowel is absorbed, e.g. 

acy- to get sour atuu getting sour 

ac- to open acuu opening 
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If the verb ends with -A-, the last vowel is absorbed to suffix -UU. which after that becomes -

00 (<-AU), e.g. 

dia.fa-
tile-

to live 

to wish 

diaJoo living 

til1>6 (tu/00) wishing 

2.2.3.1.2.2. -(l)s form is conunon in Turkistani languages and Kyrgyz, it can replace -UU in 

most cases, e.g. 

kelisi mUmktJn his coming is possible 

One syllable verbs ending with vowels can take only the -(l)l form, e.g 

de- to say des saying 

die- to eat dieS eating 

2.2.3.1.2.3. -GAn4lk 

By adding the nominal suffix -Lik to ..(JAn makes it clear that it is a noun not an adjective, but 

sometimes it can be replaced by simply -GAn. It is often used with ABL to express reason, 

e.g. 

a/ kelgendilden because he came 

2.2.3.1.2.4. Other verbal nouns 

-mAj is used mainly for listing, e.g. 

okumaj, diazmaj reading and righting 

1cyz ktlumaj chasing the girl (a nomadic horde game) 

-mAk* is rarely used in Kyrgyz as verbal noun. It is usually used as verb of intention (see 

there), e.g. 

kelmegin bilgen diok he did not know that she would come 

These two suffixes with bol- can produce AUX verbal forms (see there). 

..(}/* form is taken from the Turkistani languages ( Uzbek/Uigur) -GU probably has the same 

origin as Kyrgyz -UU, e.g. Uigjazguci, Kyr diazuutu writer. It is used only with PPS and the 

AUX verb ke/- (see there) or with barldiok, e.g. 

bar-gy-sy bar he wants to go 

Together with suffix -DAj it can be used as a participle, e.g. 

diaman bolgudaj is a thing that can become bad 
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2.2.3.2. Converbs 

Converbs are very common in Turk.ic languages and the easiest way to join verbs together is 

to use converbs. They have very important role with AUX verbal forms where the second 

AUX verb often loses its meaning. 

2.2.3.2. 1. Imperfect converb -Aij (-A after consonants, -j after vowels) used if the two actions 

occur at the same time (IMP), e.g. 

diiigiiro cykty he carne out running 

2.2.3.2.2. Perfect converb -(l)p is used if the first action precedes the second, whil e  the first 

verb takes suffix., e.g. 

ajtyp ketti sa.id and left 

The NEG form of the two converbs is the same, if they are used as converbs (see NEG). 

2.2.3.2.2. Other converbs 

'Since' can be expressed by converb -GA-n/but it is rarely used, e.g. 

a/ kelgeni iic kiin boldu 3 days passed since he came 

Note: this converb is also used in AUX verbal forms diat-, Ire/- etc. (see there). 'Since' is 

usually expressed by -GAn PPS plus OAT, e.g. 

kelgenine iic kiin boldu 3 days passed since he came 

'Until' is expressed by -GicA (-cA<Cejin until), or -GAncA e.g. 

a/ kelgente/kelgice until he comes 

NEG form is different, it is -mAjlnCA, e.g. 

a/ kelmejinee men ketpejm I will not leave until be comes 

Comparison also can be expressed by -GAnCA, e.g. 

munu a/ganea any a/ take that rather than this 

It should not be confused with -GAn-/n-CA (participle -GAn with PPS and suffix -cA), e.g. 

ajt-kan-y-n-ta according to what he said 

Note: It is usually replaced by forms of ajty.fynea or ajtymynda. 
"Without" is expressed by -BAs-tAn (NEG participle -(A)r plus ABL), e.g. 

maga ajtpastan barba do not go without teUing me 

-(A)r plus PPS with postposition menen expressses .,as soon as", e.g. 

keleri menen as soon as he arrived 
"Although/but" is expressed by -GAn with PPS plus menen/bolso da, e.g. 

kelgeni menen although he came 

so 

kelgen bolso da although he came 

Emphasizing -GAn bojdon, e.g. 

diiigtirgon bojdon ketti 

Doubled forms: 

he indeed left running 

-Aij -Aij doubles converb expresses repeated or continuous action, e.g. 

bara-bara by going continuously gradually 

"Just as" can be expressed by participle -(A)r -BAs-tA, e.g. 

/din tygar-Cykpasta Just as the sun was rising 

2.3. Auxiliary verb (AUX) formations 

2.3. I. Uninflected stems of nouns/adjectives plus AUX formations with el-, kyl-, bot-, e.g. 

uruksat et-

pajdabol

diokkyl-

to give permission, to permit 

to appear 

to destroy 

2.3.2. Inflected Lexical Stem of Verbs plus AUX formations 

2.3.2.1. The forms of the verb "to be" (e-< OT er-) has only some few forms preserved in 

modem Kyrgyz, which can be used for TAM formations: eleleken and NEG emes (see there). 

2.3.2. 1 . l.Tense formations 

Pluperfect (PLU) is express by adding e/e to some of the Tense suffixes, e.g. 

PAST.PLU -GAn e/e, e.g. 

bargan ele he had gone (before) 

HAB.PAST.PLU -CU (e/e) e.g. 

bareu (e/e) he used to go 

In the Southern dialects is is repalecd by barat ele from. 

2.3.2.1.2. Modal formations 

2.3.2. 1 .2.1. Subjunctive (SUBI) mood: -A/j-1 plus elelbolcu or -mAk (e/e) 

In Conditional sentences the second part (apodosis) takes the SUBJ form according to the type 

of the condition: 

I) Remote condition: the verb of the protasis is in conditional mood; the verb of the apodosis 

takes finite form -A/j-1 plus ele, or future participle -(A)r e/e in Talas dialect e.g. 

KelselJ diak.fy bolot e/e It would be good if you came 
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2) Unfulfilled condition: the verb of the protasis is in conditional mood, the verb of the 

apodosis is expressed by participle -mAk plus ele, which is usally ommited, e.g. 

Kelse diakSy bolmok (ele) It would have been good if he had come 

This form sometimes can also be used for remote conditions, e.g. 

Kelsel) diaksy bolmok lt would be good if you came 

Unfulfilled condition can be expressed by finite form -Aij-t plus boleu, e.g. 

men any a/at boleumun I would have taken it 

2.3.2.1.2.2. Evidential (EVID) mood is expressed by e-ken (<OT er-lren),: 

with participle ..(]An for PAST, e.g. 

kyz a/gan eken he apparently got married 

or with converb-A/j-((.1 for PRE, e.g. 

barateken he is likely to go 

or with conditional -sA, e.g. 

berse eken if he would come 

Probabative (POB) -GAn or -Aij-t imiJ (<OT ermiJ), e.g. 

kelgen imiJ 

barat imiJ 

he might have arrived 

he may go 

2.3.2.2. The word "to be" (e-) is often replaced by bol- "to become". Its PAST form e/e 

expresses SUBJ, while its P/F form does not exist at all, e.g. 

diakSy (-) diakSy bolot 

it is good 

diaJcJy e/e 

it would belit used to be good 

eken has limited usage, e.g. 

diakSyeken 

it seems good 

diaJcJy ekenin bilem 

I know that it is good 

it will be good 

dZakSy bolgon 

it was good 

dialcJy bolgon eken 

it seems/seemed good 

dZakSy bolgonun bilem 

I know that it was good 

dZalc.Sy bolgondo 
when it is/was good 

The verb bol- too can be replaced with the verbs expressing OUR: diat-, diur-, tur-, e.g. 

fijdO diatkan it was in the house 
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contogumdO diiirdii 

bul dZerde turat 

it was in my pocket 

it is here 

2.3.2.2.2. Auxiliary formations by bo/-

2.3.2.2.2. 1. Modal formations 

Intentive/Desirative (INT/DES) -mAj, -mAk(cl) plus bol-, e.g. 

Almatyga barmaj boldu he intends to go to Almaty 

any oltVrmok boldu he decided to kill him 
Pretendetive (PRET) -GAn-dAj or -(l)m/J plus bo/-, e.g. 

uktagandaj boldu 

y}lamys boldu 

he seemed like sleeping 

he pretended crying 

Negative form is expressed by -mAksAn plus bol-, e.g. 

KormtJkson bo/du he pretended that he did not see 

2.3.2.2.2.2. Aspectual formations: 

Capability (CAP) -UU-GA or -sA plus bol-

iCiiugolicse bolo-bu? is it possible to drink 

Conditional (COND) -Aij turgan, -(A)r, -GAn plus bolso 

Keler bolso 
Kele lurgan bo/so 

Kelgen bo/so 

if he will come 

if he comes, if he wants to come 

if he came 

2.3.2.3. Auxiliary functions of the verb of quoting de-

2.3.2.3.1. Not real AUX formations 

Turkic languages do not use reporting speech they simple quote the sentence that somebody 

said, e.g. 

men kelem dedi He said that he would come 

If the subjects of the two sentence are not the same, the subject of the quoted sentence is in 

ACC case, e.g. 

meni kelet dedi He said that I would come 

2.3.2.3.2. Other AUX formations with de-
Desirative mood is expressed by IMP (A)j-yn plus de-, e.g. 

barajyn dep atat He wants to come/would like to come 

oJonu ajtajyn dep keldim I came to say that 
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2.3.3. AUX formations with other verbs 

2.3.3.1 Aspectual AUX formation 

2.3.3.1.1. Capability (CA): -A/j plus a/-

Jce/e altJS)!1)-by? can you come 

With imperative expresses good advice: bil-

tuura diazo bill be careful, write properly 

2.3.3.1.2. Continuous/Durative (CONT/DURIEPIS) 

These aspects can be expressed by converb -(J)p plus tur-, difir-, diat-, 

oltur-lotur-. e.g. 

kat diazyp turat 

at minip difirOt 

he is writing a letter 

usually writes 

he is riding a horse 

usually rides 

The following two forms can only express present continuos: 

okup otyrat he is learning now 

uktap diatat he is sleeping now 

Verbs expressing direction kef- and bar- take -A/j Imperfect Converb plus diat-at , e.g. 

Jcele diatat he is approaching 

bara diotat he is going away 

Colloquial forms bar-atat, /cel-atat 

Converb ·(/)p is rarely used and expresses not present continuous but simply repeated action, 

one comes or goes after the other, e.g. 

/celip diatat they come one after another 

baryp diatat they go repeatedly 

Verbs tur- and difir- express HabituaVEpisodical mood, e.g. 

yrdap difirdit he sang often 

In Habitual/Episodical mood the verbs Ice/-, bar- also takes converb -(J)p, e.g. 
bizge /celip turf come to us often 
kinogo baryp diurdfJm I used to go to the movies often 

If the action takes place gradually and continually -(l)p bara or Jcele diatat is sued, e.g. 

diaksy bolup bara diatat gradually it becomes better 

tfisup Jce/e d!atat it is falling towards us (slowly) 
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2.3. 1.2.3. Continuous -AI} plus ber-, e.g. 

siijloj berdi he kept on talking 

diaro berdi he went on 

Sometimes expresses that the action is developing, e.g. 

di.alcyndaj berdik we already got close 

2.3.1.2.4. Completive/Perfective have different forms with slighly different meaning. 

Converb -(l)p plus AUX kal-lkoj-lsal-/ket-llyk-ldiiber-ltaJta-lij-!lnit-

(J/iip kaldy he died 

oorup kaldy he got sick 

Jcelip kaldy he arrived (and stayed) 

ajtyp kajdu he told about it 

bilipkajdu 

mas bolup /cetti 

ujkum /celip Jcetti 

ajtyp sal 

okup cyktym 
urup diiberdilijdi 

yjlap ijdildiiberdi 
uru.fup taJtadym 
oltfirfip taitady 
itip btittfim 

he found out about it 

he became drunk (but now he is sober) 

I felt sleepy (but I am still awake) 

say it quickly 

I have read it 
suddenly he hit him 

suddenly started to cry 

I criticized him (and left) 

he killed him (and went away) 

I have drunk it, I am finished 

2.3.1.2.4. lnchoative (INCH) -(l)p plus Ice/-, bar-, e.g. 

bala siijlop Jcelet 

ajygyp barat 

the chil d started to speak 

he is getting well 

-(l)p plus /eel- can also express an action that started a long time ago and has not been finished 

yet, e.g. 

/Wpton beri okup Jce/et 

saktap Jcelgen salt 

He has been studying for a long time 

preserved tradition 

2.3.1.2.5. Accidental -(/)p Jcetelkalalkojo d!azda/ta.fta- , e.g. 

6/fip kala diazdady Almost died 

Note: -A/j diazda- (<d!az-) formation is only used with other AUX in Kyrgyz. 
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2.3.1.2.5. Unexpected/Quick action: -Aij plus ket-, tiJs-, leal-, e.g. 

otura kelli 

tabyla kaldy 

aga diaga liJstiJ 
kele kaldy 

he suddenly sat down 

suddenly it was found 

it immediately pleased him 
he suddenly arrived 

2.3. 1.2.6. Attemptive mood: -(J)p !«Jr-. kara-, e.g. 

icip IWrCii 

at minip /Wrg(m 
okup lcaradym 

try and drink some 

I tried to ride a horse 

I read it al little 

2.3.2.7. Polite mood with imperative -Aij /Wr-, koj-, ber-, sal-, tur-

Kudaj, saktaj /Wr My God, save me! 

kire ber! come in, please 

ajta ber! come on, say it 

ajta koj come on, say it 

ajta sal say it, don't worry 

lura tur! wait a little 

diazyp ala fur write it down and wait 

a/ kelgenee ketip kala fur go away and wait until he comes 

2.3.2.8. Desiderative mood 

-GA-nl diat- to be about to do, e.g. 

bargany diatty he was about to go 

lce/geni diatat he is about to come 

Intention: -GI with PPS and kel-, e.g. 

bargym kelet I want to go 

2.3.2.9. Evidential! Probabative 

. -GAn or -A/j-1 plus olc.Sojt means "it seems", e.g. 

kelgen olc.Sojt It seems that he arrived 

a/at olc.Sojt it seems that he will take it 

Note: this AUX verb also takes the personal suffixes, e.g. 
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kelet olc.Sojmun I suppose that I will come 

2.3.3.l.Voice function of auxiliary verbs 

2.3.3.1.1. Self-Benefictive -(l)p a/- and Benefictive -(J)p ber-, e.g. 

satyp aJdym I bought it (for myself) 

diuunup aJdym I washed myself 

olcup berdim 

ajtyp ber! 

I read it (to somebody) 

tell it (to me) 

2.3.3.2. Cislocative and Translocative: -(l)p bar-lket-, kel-, e.g. 

Direction of an action: bar- ,leave for some place'', ket- ,to leave from some place", kel-

,come/arrive", e.g. 

caap keldi 

Caap kelli 

caap bardy 

he galloped here 

he galloped away from here 

he galloped to that place 

It also expresses direction after the action was taken: 

barypkeldi 

surapkel 

lce/ip lcetti 

he went there, but came back 

ask him and come back 

he came but left 

yrdap lcet sing a song and then you can go 

Verbs of direction: -Aij plus bar-, kel-, ket-. e.g. 

ajta bar go and tell it 

ala Ice/ come and bring it with you 

ala ket go and take it away 

Intention with direction -GAnl plus Ice/-, bar-, e.g. 

kuda tiiJ/Wnii keldi He came to get married 

Constructed forms with alyp 

a/yp bar->aparlalpar- to take somewhere 

alyp kel->apkel- to bring here 

Other verbs that express direction: cyk-, kajt-, tiJs-, e.g. 
diiigtJrtJp cykty 
toogo ordiJp eykty 

baryp kajtty 

he ran out 

he climbed up the hill 

went there and returned back 
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duba/dan sekirip tiis tii 
Ire lip ttJSiii 

2.3.4. Negation (NEG) 

jumped down from the wall 

arrived and sat down 

The negation of AUX formation is quite complicated, because either the main verb or the 

AUX verb can be negated, sometimes both 

2.3.4. 1. NEG Participle of the verb to be emes usually simple means "not", e.g. 

diak.Sy emes it is not good 

But in AUX formations with participles -GAn, -CU, -(A)r, -mAk expresses an action that will 

never happen, e.g. 

bolgonemes 

bolor emes 

bolmok emes 

boleu emes 

It never had been 

It will never be 

It would not be 

It did not happen 

2.3.4.2. AUX formation where the main verb is negated: 

CON/OUR: -BA-j diatat, e.g. 

Ire/be) diatat 

PERF: -BA-j koj-/k.al-, e.g. 

kbnbOj kojdu 

barbaj kaldy 

POL -BA-j ele koj!, e.g. 

Barba) ele koj! 

he is not coming 

he did not agree 

he has not gone 

You shouldn't go 

2.3.4.3. NEG AUX formation when the AUX verb is negated: 

CAP: -AI) alba-, e.g. 

diaza albajt he cannot write 

HAB: -(l)p diiirbO-, -UU(OO)CU bolbo-, e.g. 

ajtyp diiirbOsiin he should not say that 

ajtuueu bolbo do not say that 

Probabative: -AI) berbe-1/cojbo-, e.g. 

bolo berbejt 

berile kojbos 

CAP: -{l)p bol-bo-, e.g. 

it will not happen always, it might not happen 

this might not be given again 

st>ziin tiiSiiniip bolbodu It was impossible to understand his word 

2.3.4.4. Double NEG expresses certainty: -BA} kojbo-, e.g. 
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ajtpaj kojbojt he will definitely say it 

2.3.4.5. There is an AUX with daa- (Mon daga-) used with NEG, it is the only form in 
Kyrgyz where the AUX precedes the main verb, e.g. 

daap tiiSiinbodiim I could not understand it 

3. Sample texts 

Er-TostOk is a popular folk tale among Inner Asian people, it was first mentioned by W. 

Radloff. The author collected this text in South Kyrgyzstan, 1999. 

Transcript 

1. Tostuk cofJoJ-du. 

[Toshtok][to grow big-PAST] 

2. toguz aga-sy-nyn diogol-gon-u-n bil-be-j-1. 

[nine][older brother-PPS 3-GEN][to disappear-PAST.PART-PPS 3-ACC][to know-NEG

CV.IM-PRT] 

3. Tostiik segiz taz-dyn ordo at-yp diat-kan-y-n kbr-0-t. 

[Toshtok][eight][bald-GEN][game with sheep's knee-bone][to shoot-CV.PER][AUX: to lie

PAST.PART-PPS 3-ACC][to see-CV.IM-PRT] 

4. a-ny kbr-up: men da orda at-yp ojno-j-m de-p uj-u-n6 kel-di. 

[he-ACC][to see-CV.PER][I][too][to shoot-CV.PER][to play-CV.IM-PS l][AUX: to say

CV.PER][house-PPS 3-DAT][to come-PAST] 

5. -Ala, Ciikb ber, ojno-j-m. - de-di. 
[father][sheep's knee-bone][to give][to play-CV.IM-PS l][to say-PAST] 

6. Ata-�y bir kap Ciikb ber-di. 

[father-PPS 3][one][sack][sheep's knee-bone][give-PAST] 

7. ojun baSta-1-yp ordo-go kir-di. 

[game][ start-P AS-CV .PER][playground-GEN][ enter-PAST] 

8. at-kan CiikQ..lor-ii diajna-p kal-dy. 

[shoot-PAST.PAR][knee-bone-PLU-PPS 3][to scatter-CV.PER][AUX:to leave-PAST] 

9. segiz taz-dyn segiz kap CiikO-sii-n biit ut-up al-dy. 

[eight][bald-GEN][eight][sack][knee-bone-PPS 3-ACC][all][win-CV.PER][AUX:to take

PAST) 
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10. segiz taz segiz Ciiko-lor-ti-n tala-.f-ty ele. 

[eight ][bald][ eight ][knee-bone-PLU-PPS 3-ACC][ argue-REC-P AST][ AUX:to be] 

10. Tofttik segiz taz-dy segiz diak-ka togolo-t-o koj-du. 

[T6shtilk][ eight ]bald-ACC][ eight][ side-ACC][ roii-CAUS-CV .1M][ AUX:to put-PAST] 

11. D!eke-Taz: Sen bol-so baj-dyn bala-sy-S)I1), 

[Jeke-Taz][you][AUX:to become-CON][rich-GEN][child-PPS 3-PP.PS 2] 

12. koj-U1J kop, Ctiko-ntin emne kereg-i bar? 

[sheep-PPS 2][many][knee-bone][what][need-PPS 3)[exist] 

13. an-dan koro toguz aga-1)-dy taa-p al-SQ1] bol-o! 

[that-ABL][rather][nine][brother-PPS 3-ACC](to find-CV.PER](AUX:to take-CON.PS 

2][AUX:to become-CV.IM] 

14. biz kedej-byz, ak cyjpyl-ybyz-dy ber-gin! - de-di. 

[we][poor-PP.PS.PL l](white][big bone-PPS.PL 1-ACC][to give-IMP.SIN 2][to say-PAST] 

15. Toshttik: btit ajt-kan SOZ-U1) cyn bol-so, 

[T<>shtiik][all][say-PAST.PART][word-PPS 2][true][to become-CON] 

16. men-in bir kap Ciiko-m-dii da al-gyla! de-p 

[I-GEN][one][sack][knee-bone-PPS 1-ACC][too][to take-IMP.PL 2][to say-CV.PER] 

17. but toguz kap Ctiko-nti kajra taz-dar-ga ber-di. 

[aU][nine][sack][knee-bone-ACC](back][bald-PLU-DAT][to give-PAST] 

18. Men-in toguz aga-m-dyn kandaj-lyk-tan diogol-gon-u-n ajt! - de-di. 

[I-GEN][nine][brother-PPS 1-GEN][what kind-ABL][disappear-PAST.PAR-PPS 3-ACC][to 

say][AUX: to say] 

19. Eleman baj-dyn mal-diylky-sy kop bol-gon. 

[Eiaman][rich-GEN][stock][horse-PPS 3)[many][become-PAST.PAR] 

20. diajyt diet-is-pe-gen-dik-ten diylky-sy-n ajda-t-yp, 

[pasture][be enough-REC-NEG-PAST.PAR-ABL)[horse-PPS 3-ACC][to drive-ACC

CV.PER] 

21. toguz ba/a-sy-n too-go diiber-gen. 

[nine][chil d-PPS 3-ACC][mountain-DAT][send-PAST.PAR] 

22. alar ofol diak-ta ditir-tip diylky-sy menen diogol-up ket-is-ken. 

[they)[that)[side-LOC][to walk-CV.PER][horse-PPS 3)[POST: with][to disappear-

CV.PER][to go-REC-PAST.PAR] 

23. Tosttik a/ soz-dii uk-kan-dan kijin tij-ti-no kel-e-t. 
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[Th6sht0k][that][word-ACC][to hear-PAST.PAR-ABL][POST: after](house-PPS 3-DAT](to 

come-CV.IM-PAR] 

24. Ata-sy-nyn kara usta-ga diasa-t-yp koj-gon myltyg-y-n al-yp, 

[father-PPS 3-GEN][balck][master-GEN][to make-CAUS-CV.PER](AUX: to put-

PAST.PAR][rifle-PPS 3-ACC][to take-CV.PER] 

25. alty ku/ac Ak-Bakaj-dy min-ip aga-lar-y-n izde-p cyk-ty. 

[six][yard][Ak-Bakaj-ACC][to mount-CV.PER][brother-PLU-PPS 3-ACC][to search-

CV.PER][AUX:to exit-PAST] 

26. too-don too-go kydyr-yp, bel-den bel aS-yp ditir-tip bir diyl ot-tti. 

[mountain-ABL][mountain-DAT][to wander-CV.PER][hii i-ABL][hill][to pass][AUX:to 

walk-CV.PER][one)[year][to pass-PAST] 

27. ofen-t-ip ditir-tip Tosttik bir ozon-don diy/ky kor-0-t. 

[to do so-CV.PER][AUX:to walk-CV.PER)[T6sht0k][one][valley-ABL][horse]fto see

CV.IMP-PAR] 

Translation 

ToshtOk grew up. He does not know that his brothers have disappeared. He saw that the eight 

balds played a game with knee-bones ( ordo ). Having seen it he comes home saying: l play 

that game (ordo) as well. 

- Father, give me knee-bones - he says. His father gave a sack of knee-bones. Having started 

the game he entered to the game (ordo). The knee-bones that he shoots scatter around. He 

wins all the eight sack of knee-bones of the eight balds. The eight balds tried to argue for their 

eight (sack of) knee-bones. Jeke Taz says: 

- You are the son of a rich (man). You have a lot of sheep, what do you need the knee-bones 

for? You would better find your nine brothers. We are poor; give us our white main bone. -

He says. Toshtiik: 

- If it is true what you say, I will give my own knee-bones as well. Tell me, why have my 

brothers disappeared? - He says. 

- Elarnan Bai (rich) had many livestock and horses. The pastures were not enough, so he 

drove his horses away sending his nine sons to the mountains. Wandering there they 

disappeared. 

T6sht0k having heard this word comes home. He took the rifle made by his father's master 

Kara (Black). He mounted his nine-yard long horse Ak-Bakai and left to search for his 
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brothers. He went from one mountain to the other, passed one hill after the other. One year 
has passed. Wandering lilce this TOshtOk saw horses in a valley. 
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Abbreviations 

ABL 

ACC 

ADJ 

ADV 

ALL 

AUX 

BEN 

CAP 

CAT 

CAUS 

CLOS 

COLL 

CON 

cv 
CV.IM 

CV.PR 

DAT 

DES 

DIM 

EMPH 

EVID 

FUT 
GEN 

IMP 
INCH 

INS 

lNT 
ITER 
LOC 
NEG 

P/F 

PART 

Ablative 

Accusative 

Adjectival 

Con verbal 

Allative 

Auxiliary 

Benefictive 

Capabilitive 

Categorizer 

Causative 

Cislocative 

Collective 

Conditional 

Converb 

Imperfect Converb 

Perfect Converb 

Dative 

Desiderative 

Diminutive 

Emphat.ic 

Evidential 

Future 

Genitive 

Imperative 

lnchoative 

Instrumental 

Intentional 

Iterative 

Locative 

Negative 

Present-Future 

Participle 
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PASS 

PERF 

PL 

PLU 

POSS 

PROB 

PRT 

RFL 
RSL 

SBEN 

SBJ 

TLOC 

A 

p 
R 

M 

uz 
UIG 

OT 

c 
v 
PPS 

PS 

TAM 

2 

3 
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Passive 

Perfect 

Plural 

Pluperfect 

Possessive 

Probabative 

Panicle 

Reflexive 

Resultative 

Self-Benetictive 

Subjunctive 

Translocative 

Arabic 

Persian 

Russian 

Mongolian 

Uzbek 

Uigur 

Old Turkic 

Consonant 

Vowel 

Possessive Personal Suffix 

Personal Suffix 

Tense-Aspect-Mood 

First Person 

Second Person 

Third Person 
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